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Program Review Cycle 
At Cal Poly, we practice a continuous cycle of review and assessment. For most 
programs it is a 6-year cycle; for some accredited programs it is a 5- or 7-year
cycle. 
 
  
 
    
  
  
Summary for 2013-14 Academic Year 
 11 programs completed the program review cycle during 
AY 2013-14.
 25 programs began or continued the process of program
review during AY 2013-14. 
 See handout for further details. 
 
    
PLO Assessment Trends
 
The following four trends can be seen in program-level assessment 
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1. Range in quality of assessment plans 
 Assessment plans still range from well-developed to vague and limited. 
2. Growing use of direct assessment methods
 
 Several kinds of direct methods utilized rubric scoring to evaluate
senior projects, field work, and juried performances.
   
   
     
     
 
      
 The following trends can be seen in program-level assessment
 
3. Reviewer recommendations 
 External reviewers sometimes recommended that programs use
existing data more effectively in order to close the loop. 
4. Revision of PLOs 
Several programs have worked on revising or refining their PLOs by: 
 Stating them more operationally (i.e. using action verbs), making
them more readily measurable. 
 Reducing the number of them, making the cycle of assessment more
manageable. 
    
Best Practices 
The following two examples showcase best practices within assessment 
   
  
 
 
  
  
  
  
 
Modern Languages & Literatures
 
 The use of rubric scoring of
capstone senior projects revealed
both strengths and weaknesses in 
their students’ learning. 
 Among several other
improvements, MLL rewrote all
intermediate-level courses to 
increase emphasis on cultural
understanding and critical
thinking in order to close the
loop.
        
      
    
 
    
 
      
   
    
    
  
  
  
      
     
 
Environmental Management & Protection / 
Forestry & Natural Resources 
 The EMP and FNR programs conducted several
direct assessments including trend analysis of
student learning (NR414); a rubric scoring of
written communication, technical knowledge and
problem solving (NR315); and a rubric scoring of
senior projects (NR416). 
 Other assessment methods used included a pilot of
a new Employer Survey, administered by Career
Services, and a Graduating Student Survey. 
 Triangulation of findings indicated a “highly
developed” correlation between expected learning
outcomes and graduate/employer responses.
 Two improvements included developing technical
writing standards for students in NR 414 and NR
465, and the revision of a Senior Project
assessment rubric. 
  Questions or Comments?
 
